POLYNOMIAL-PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Consider a system of non-linear differential-difference equations (1) = 0(t,x(t),x(t-«,) t ... f x (t-u )) , where x(t) = (x^(t),...,x n (t)) is an absolute continuous n-dimensional vector function and the given n-dimensional vector function G(t ,u Q1 ,... ,u 0n ,... ,u ql ,... .u^) of (q+l)n+1 variables is continuous. We say that vector function x(t) is a solution of system (1) if this system is satisfied by x(t) almost everywhere. We assume that are real numbers and without loss of generality that 0=Uq<cj 1 <cj 2 <... < We assume also that all numbers cj^ are commensurable,i. e. there is real number rj¿0 and there are positive integers n^ such that = n^r for i = 1,...,q. We put n Q = 0. Let u = Nr, where N is a common multiple of integers and let X be a space of all continuous cj-periodic vector functions. We consider the space X of all vector functions x(t) such that m x(t)eX iff x(t) = Yi SjcftH » k=0 where all z^CtJeX^ . In the paper [l] were studied ¡¿-periodic solutions of non-linear differential-difference equations. In this note we are looking for solutions in the space X.
1. An algebraic operator in the space X Let us define the shift operator (Sx)(t) = x(t-r) for xeX.
S is a linear operator transforming X onto X. Moreover, the following formula holds for any x e X m m (S x)(t) » x(t-Nr) « ^Bj^t-BrHt-Nr)* z k (t)(t-Nr) Since projection operators P^ are commuting with the shift operator, the following formula holds
The following form of x(t), more convenient for calculations may be simply derived
The vector functions z k (t) belong to the space X u .In this space (see [1] x(t) = c e-2,rin/ij .
is an r -P erio dic solution of the system (11).
Consider now a system dependent on a parameter ^(scalar or vector)
where x, G satisfy all the same conditions as in the system (l)o Moreover we assume that G(t,u 01 ,... ,u qn ,/i) and (for i=0,...,q; j=1,...,n) are continuous vector functions belonging to X with respect to t.
Let us assume that for p.=0 there exists a solution p(t) e X of the system (12). Consider a linearized system
corresponding to the system (12), where G i is the i-th coordinate of the vector G. Theorem 3. If the linearized system (13) has only the trivial solution belonging to X, then for ju small enough the system (12) has a unique solution q(t,u) 6 X dependent continuously on (t i( u).
Theorem 3 is a consequence of the classical theorem of parturbations for ordinary differential equations. + Y^ a 3 (t)x(t-h 3 .) = y(t) (h 0 =0).
j=o
Denote by X^ the space of all w-periodic n-times continuously differentiable complex valued functions determined on real line.
We shall say, that n x(t) e X n iff x(t) = z fc (t)t k , where z k (t) 6 x£ .
k=0
The space X n with the norm
(where T is a positive integer number and n=0,1,...) is a Banach space. We shall write X u = X^, and X=X°. Let the functions a Q (t),...,a^(t) belong to the space X u and-y(t) belong to X ^. We are looking for solutions of the equation (14) belonging to X (X is a subspace of X). The above problem in the case of to-periodic solutions was considered by D. Przeworska-Rolewicz in On the other hand we have for v e X t (LLv)(t) = t t Jfev^B) -Jv.iO) ds -
Define now an operator L (Lx)(t) = t(Rz 1 )(t) + (RZQ)(t) for xfX .

1
It is obvious that L transforms X into X .Let veX be arbitrary and v(t) = tv.,(t) + v" 0 (t), where v.,(t), v Q (t)e X^. Define on the space x'' an operator L by means of the equality (Lv) (t) = t v,(t) -1 V1 (0)] + £ v Q (t) -I v 0 (0).
The operator L transforms x'' into X, because an operator (Ru)(t) = ^ u(t) -^u(O) transforms xl into X w (see [3]).
Moreover we have for x iX (LLx)(t) = (R Zl )(t)-^ (R Z1
Therefore L=L~1 which proves that L is a one-to-one mapping of X onto X 1 . Acting on both sides of the equation (14) by operator L we obtain an equivalent equation 
+ (^)i:^ f a^sjz^s-h^ds = (Ly)(t) .
j=0 0
Since the operator L is invertible, both equations (14) and (17) (16' ) ^±1 +£f^aia(t)x (l) (t-«u> => y(t) .
1=0 j-0
This equation is equivalent in the space Z to a system of (m+1)N differential equations without deviations of argument (see Theorem 2) , If this homogeneous system has zero r-periodic solutions only, then non-homogeneous system has the unique r-periodic solution (z Q1 (t),... »z^C t)). Hence the equation C16' ) has the unique polynomial-periodic solution N m every y 6 X .
•)=t k-0 Prom Theorem 5 it follows that for every £>0 there is a <5">0 such, that for all numbers (j. satisfying (23) the equation This is which was to be proved.
